May 2022

Community Update



19 May 2022
Year 9 & 10 Vaccinations
Assembly 2.10pm Hosted by M1 &
Performance by M2
25 May 2022
National Simultaneous Story time 11am
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School Star

From the Principal

We have had a positive and smooth start to Term 2! With the changes
to the public health and social measures we are looking forward to
school life returning to somewhat ‘normal’. It is great to have whole
school gatherings again, especially Friday morning dance, assemblies
and choir, along with being able to welcome parents back into
classrooms. Currently COVID19 continues to have an impact on the
health and attendance of our staff and students and we anticipate we
will continue to be affected by illness over the coming weeks. I would
like to thank all students, parents, staff and community members for
their continued understanding during the COVID19 pandemic and the
flexible and supportive attitude that has been shown by all when
adapting to constantly changing circumstances and guidelines.

1 June 2022
School Board Meeting 1.30pm

POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR @ BODDINGTON DHS

2 June 2022
Assembly 2.10pm Hosted by C1
6 June 2022
Western Australia Day

Public Holiday
7 June 2022
School Development Day / Student
Free Day
10 June 2022
Faction Cross Country –TBC

Correct at time of printing

BDHS POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR
EXPECTATIONS

Strive
Do your best.
Considerate
Be caring and mindful of others.
Responsible
Do what is expected and own your actions.

At Boddington DHS we are committed to having a positive approach to
the way we educate our students. We have implemented Positive
Behaviour Support (PBS) which is a whole school framework that
defines, teaches and supports appropriate student behaviours. As a
school we have 3 core values which we would like to see students
display throughout the school. They are:
Considerate – Be caring and mindful of others
Strive – Do your best
Responsible – Do what is expected and own your actions
When students are demonstrating positive
behaviour they receive Dojo Reward
points. These points build up and students
receive rewards for their behaviour. It
might be an individual, whole class or
whole school reward. In the first week of
this term we reached a whole school target of 15 000 Dojo points. The
reward for this was a Crazy Free Dress Day. It also coincided with the
change to the mask mandate, so students (and staff) had a great day
dressing up and attending school without masks! Congratulations to all
students for their great behaviour! Our next target is
25 000 points and our reward will be a Buddy Class
Day.

Danielle Roache
Principal
Email; danielle.roache@education.wa.edu.au

CRAZY FREE DRESS DAY

POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR SUPPORT LOGO
Pictured below is the PBS logo that was designed by students and staff to represent our school expectations
and the community in which we live.

The leaves on the tree represent the different elements of our
community and school.
The branches of the tree represent out three expectations and that
all three branches are needed for the tree to grow strong.

The tree, sitting on the hills of Boddington, reminds us that through
working together and learning in a supportive and inclusive
environment, all students can learn, grow and succeed.

P&C MOTHER’S DAY STALL
A BIG thank you to the P&C for running a Mother’s Day Stall at the school
last Friday. Students of all ages were really excited and pleased to be able
to purchase gifts for their mothers and grandmothers. We hope that all the
mums in our community had a great weekend!

